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Classico Limewash in Bianco White // Photo: Kindred Vintage

CLASSICO
LIMEWASH
for DISTRESSED LIMEWASH ON BRICK AND STONE

“I have nothing against natural
brick. I think it’s beautiful. But I
am a sucker for that European

lime washed brick.”
~ Lauren Shaver, Bless’r House Blog

PRODUCT FEATURES
Authentic, Italian slaked lime paint used for
beautiful, wash-off finishes on brick and stone
No primer needed on absorbent, unpainted,
unsealed natural masonry surfaces
Easy to use, 1-coat paint process 
Breathable, long-lasting, and patinas over time
Perfect for PROs and DIYers
Ideal for Interior fireplaces 
Removable for the first 2 days for a no-stress
application 
No odor, Zero-VOC, and environmentally friendly
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APPLICATION ON BRICK or STONE
Dilute Classico Limewash 50% to a max of 100% with
clean water and mix thoroughly before and during
use. 
Dampen the surface before painting for best results.
Apply with a Romabio Masonry Brush or an airless
sprayer (min 3000psi and tip opening of 0.019”-0.021”). 
Distress the paint once it starts to dry (within about
30mins). Use a hose or spray bottle with a stiff stream
for the most natural look. You can also use a wet cloth
or soft brush depending on your desired finish.

Perform a full test of different dilutions and distressing
techniques on the smallest wall first until you get the look
you want before moving on to the rest of the project.
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CLASSICO
LIMEWASH
COLOR PROFILE & BASE TYPE

Romabio offers seven curated whites and neutrals in the
Classico Color Collection including Avorio White (neutral, off-
white), Bianco White (pure, cool tone white), Cristallo White
(antique, off-white), Nube Gray (subtle, beige-gray), Riposo
Beige (light beige), Toscano Beige (soft beige), and Tropea
Beige (true beige)
Offered in White Base only that can be custom tinted light to
medium-light colors
Once dry, finish will be lighter and more opaque

SIZES AVAILABLE
1L SKU: CLW-BIANCO-WB-1L 
2.5L SKU: CLW-BIANCO-WB-2.5L  
15L SKU: CLW-BIANCO-WB-15L  

COVERAGE
1L/1 qt. approximately 80 – 100 sq/ft*
2.5L/.67 gal. approximately 200 – 250 sq/ft*
15L/4 gal. approximately 1,200 – 1,500 sq/ft*

*For 1 coat based on average absorption. Actual coverage will vary based on
application method, surface texture, and absorption. 

TOOLS

HELPFUL TIPS
Test surface with water to check absorption of masonry
surface and mortar before applying. If water beads on
surface, paint will not absorb properly.
Paint complete wall from top to bottom to avoid lap lines.
Only dilute the paint you will use within 5 days. Store
remaining paint undiluted. 
Apply when temps are between 50°F and 88°F and avoid
full sun if possible.
Waterproof and extend the life of your finish with
Romabio Mineral Shield. Learn more at
romabio.com/mineralshield.
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